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Abstract

Fast feedback loops between performing code changes and seeing their outcome help developers to be productive. For development of virtual reality (VR) applications, developers use a separate device, forcing them to switch devices whenever they want to test their application, thus significantly increasing the length of the feedback loop.

In this paper, we describe a prototypical development environment that allows writing VR applications while inside VR. Unlike previous work in this area that projected traditional 2D editors into the 3D world, we explore the use of direct manipulation in a structured editor for the general-purpose programming language Smalltalk. We present and discuss insights from a preliminary user study with four participants. Our findings demonstrate that the concept does work if users are given prior instructions, especially for smaller features where direct feedback is valuable, but ergonomics of both the hardware and our prototype have to be improved before extended programming sessions are viable.

CCS Concepts:

• Software and its engineering → Formal language definitions; Visual languages;
• Human-centered computing → Virtual reality.
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Figure 1. A user of our prototypical VR programming environment, the monitor (a) shows the view the user is seeing through the headset. Four methods (b) are arranged around the VR application the user is editing, a solar system simulation partly visible in the form of the yellow sphere (c). The user is in the process of typing a selector, a popup (d) is offering corresponding autocompletions to select from.

1 Introduction

Live programming techniques [18] support programmers by shortening feedback cycles between making a change and seeing its result. Through reduced context switches,
live programming helps programmers reach a flow state by eliminating much of the overhead that comes with toolchains that require compilation or program restarts.

Live programming techniques can also be applied when developing applications for virtual reality (VR) and thus often allow changes to become live in under a second. However, for VR development, programmers no longer use keyboard and mouse to interact with the resulting program and instead have to change to a VR headset and VR controllers to test their changes. While a change in input and output devices also typically occurs for mobile or console development, the cost of switching between devices is significantly higher for VR, as the devices have to be fitted to one’s body each time. Our goal is thus to remove this cost of switching input and output devices to support users in reaching a state of flow, where the result of changes can be observed near-instantly.

In this paper, we contribute a novel means of interacting with a VR-native programming editor in VR as shown in Figure 1, as well as a preliminary evaluation and discussion of our design decisions through feedback from a user study. We introduce the term VR-native to refer to interactions that make use of dedicated VR hardware such as the controllers and headset, rather than traditional keyboards or a desk setup. More specifically, we investigate the ideas of structured editing and direct manipulation of the program syntax tree to allow programmers to edit their VR applications while they are inside virtual reality. To support a basic live programming workflow in VR with these constraints, we identified as the four major building blocks

1. means to display and edit the syntax tree,
2. means to input text,
3. means to browse code, and
4. means to execute the code.

We aim to eventually provide a programming environment where it is possible for programmers to stay in virtual reality for most of the development of their VR applications. Note that for many people, extended sessions in virtual reality may induce a feeling of simulation sickness, especially if they are not yet used to working in VR. We expect that with advances in VR hardware in the next years this factor will decrease. Additionally, the length of development sessions may be limited as interactions in VR can be comparatively exhausting, especially if they require the user to raise their hands. In the future, this may be remedied by lighter controllers or hand tracking to an extent.

In the following, we will first discuss the VR-native term and existing solutions to program in VR (section 2). Next, we describe our concept for a VR-native development environment (section 3) and briefly aspects of its implementation (section 4). We then present insights we gathered from test runs with users (section 5). We end with a discussion of our concept (section 6), before concluding the paper (section 7).

2 Programming in VR

In this section, we briefly describe constraints imposed by the current VR hardware, describe the term VR-native, and finally relate the term to prior and related work.

2.1 Hardware

Current consumer VR headsets do not differ greatly in the interactions they imply. The headset tracks the user’s movement and displays a corresponding transformed view into a 3D world. Future developments in headsets relevant to our use case concern primarily comfort in wearing the headset, most influenced by weight, as well as quality of rendering through focus and resolution, to allow displaying text in smaller sizes.

For input, there is one controller for each hand. A picture is shown in Figure 2. Controllers feature a trigger button at the index finger, which is typically the main interaction, corresponding to a left-click using a mouse. The thumb typically has access to an array of buttons, touchpads, or thumbsticks akin to a gamepad. In addition, most controllers have a “grip” input, which is either on the middle finger (e.g., Oculus Touch Controller) or detects strength of the user’s grip on the controller of middle, ring, and small finger separately (e.g., Valve Index Controller). Some headsets also feature experimental hand tracking that allows users to perform gestures with their fingers to provide input to applications instead of controllers.

2.2 VR-native Programming

As mentioned in section 1, we use the term VR-native to refer to interactions that

1. make use of dedicated VR hardware, rather than traditional keyboards or a desk setup, and
2. do not tie users to a specific physical location for their desired interactions.
Interpreting this concept in the context of a programming environment, we want users to be able to perform changes or investigate problems as and where they happen to support temporal and spatial immediacy [23] when debugging in VR. As such, removing the headset or even walking towards a desk with the headset on may be impractical, as behavior of code in VR often depends on the physical location of the user.

This implies that users do not have access to a physical keyboard, which participants in our study linked to a feeling of productivity when programming. We thus hypothesize that interactions that minimize the amount of text that needs to be entered are more suited to a VR-native setting. These could take the form of direct-manipulation via drag-and-drop of program elements, as is common in some structured editors such as Scratch [19]. As VR controllers are directly tied to the user’s hands, drag-and-drop feels natural in a VR environment and is thus also an often used means of interaction in VR applications [5].

Based on observations by the authors, we hypothesize that benefits of VR-native programming could include more immediate feedback for the development of VR applications, a richer display of both static and dynamic information through use of the third dimensions, or intuitive direct-manipulation tools for interacting with code and tools. In this paper, we focus on providing users with immediacy of feedback when developing VR applications; investigation of other potential benefits that may come with a VR-native programming environment is future work not covered by this paper.

2.3 Related Work
For our discussion of related work we refine the term VR-native further to distinguish between native interactions, involving the controllers and headset, and native tools. Native tools, in this case, refer to tools that make use of 3D space for user interface elements rather than projecting entire 2D applications into 3D space and using the controllers or a mouse as pointers.

Non-native Interactions, Non-native Tools. The simplest means to start programming in virtual reality are desktop mirroring tools that project a user’s regular monitor into a 3D scene [11, 21]. Naturally, the physical size and number of monitors is not limited in the virtual space; some approaches also mirror individual applications and allow users to arrange windows independent of a monitor [21]. Here, interactions may occur via controllers and a virtual keyboard but tend to also support input via the user’s physical mouse and keyboard.

Non-native Interactions, Native Tools. A number of prototypical programming environments bring programming tools into the VR environment but rely only on text to represent code [2, 4, 10, 13, 20]. Textual code is typically shown in a rectangular plane that can be placed freely in 3D space. Again, input is given either through a fully virtual keyboard to be used with the VR controllers or through a physical keyboard.

Native Interactions, Native Tools. A set of applications embraces both native interactions and makes full use of 3D space. However, the applications tend to be focused on a specific aspect of software development [9, 14]. In particular for software visualization and program understanding, many tools exist that demonstrate benefits compared to their equivalents on a 2D screen. Most attribute this to the additional space available to users and the spatial understanding users form as they interact in 3D space with the domain objects. Other tools reduce the scope from general-purpose programming to specific problem spaces that are well-suited for VR, such as creative coding [22]. These tend to employ node-and-wire visualizations for their domain-specific languages.

3 A VR-native Live Programming Environment
In section 1, we outlined four factors that we consider relevant to allow programming in virtual reality via direct manipulation in a structured editor to enable VR-native editing. In the following, we will describe each concern and our approach to realize the concern in virtual reality.

3.1 Syntax Tree Display and Modification
Our programming environment prototype uses Smalltalk, hosted on top of the Squeak/Smalltalk [12] live programming system. To display Smalltalk code in our 3D world, we take the syntax tree as produced by the system’s parser and define a mapping to labels and rectangular cuboids, which we will refer to as blocks. Our mapping resembles a mapping discussed in prior work [1] but adds depth to each level of nesting such that blocks have volume users can aim at when grabbing. As Smalltalk is entirely expression-oriented, a mapping via the jigsaw-puzzle metaphor as used in Scratch [19] or Blockly [8], where a distinction between statements and value expressions is made, is impractical.

The programmer’s central means of interaction in our design is a small wand, of which they carry one in each hand. The wand functions as a precise pointing device, with a diameter which tapers towards 2mm at the far end. Whatever object the tip of the wand intersects with is considered as targeted. We tested some different lengths of the wand with users. The shorter the wand, all the way to no wand at all, the more users experienced the interactions with blocks as direct. However, the longer the wand the less movement of users’ hands and arms was required to target blocks. After some testing, we opted for a wand of around 20cm in virtual space, which appeared to provide a compromise between both concerns.
Users have two means to interact with the program blocks. First, akin to drag-and-drop in the desktop metaphor, users can pick up blocks by pointing their wand at them and pressing and holding the trigger button. These interactions mimic those used in block-based programming environments \[17, 19\]. Once picked up, the selected block and the blocks it contains are removed from the block it was previously attached to and are instead attached to the wand. The user can let go of the blocks in open 3D space to temporarily set them aside; or, they can target gaps between blocks and places where a block is missing which we highlight as shown in Figure 3 to insert blocks.

Second, they can place a text cursor inside a label of a block by touching a label and pressing the trigger button. As both interactions, grabbing blocks and placing a cursor, involve pointing the wand at a block and pressing a button, a means of distinction between the interactions is needed. Options we considered include allowing users to switch between a drag and a text wand; using different buttons for drag and text; eagerly placing the text cursor and only starting a drag if a threshold of movement is exceeded; and segmenting the wand in a text and drag section. The latter is the option we eventually settled on using, as shown in Figure 4: as the wand nears a text field, we display a faint preview of where the cursor would be placed if the user would press the trigger button at the current position. Once the wand begins intersecting a block, we no longer display a cursor preview, as pressing trigger would now begin dragging the block. We found this design to form a good compromise between accuracy and overhead of mode switching. Once a text cursor is placed, users can start character input, which is further described in the next subsection.

3.2 Textual Input
Textual input allows modifying labels in blocks. In addition, it is also the only way for users to create new blocks. Contrarily to block-based editors that usually employ a form of block palette for creating blocks, users in our prototype point at an insert position and begin typing the syntactic
Figure 5. The suggestions menu after the user enters the string "getCont" into a block.

3.3 Code Browsing

For code browsing, we offer an experience similar to the Smalltalk class browser, as seen in Figure 6. Three panes offer the selection of categories, classes of the selected category, and methods of the selected class. By pointing the wand at the labels in the panes and pressing the trigger button, users select the respective element. A selected method opens in 3D space, next to the browser.

Users can reposition methods by dragging their root block. As this often required users to aim well, we added support for directly dragging the entire method, independent of the specific block pointed at, by placing a hand inside the method and gripping the controller. To preserve readability, a block reorients itself after being moved such that any contained text is perfectly horizontal.

3.4 Execution

For execution, we implemented a system comparable to Morphic [16]. Applications are composed of VR morphs. Opening an application corresponds to opening the VR morph designated as the application’s toplevel by the application’s authors. As of right now, the interactions offered are limited to the necessary minimum, only allowing users to spawn and replace a VR morph in the 3D world via buttons in the code browser that appear next to VR morph subclasses.

Changes to methods are immediately saved if there are no blocks with unfilled slots in the method. As we are building on top of the Squeak/Smalltalk live programming system, changes to methods also immediately become live as they are saved. When errors occur we display these on a virtual screen inside the VR environment. In addition, we cease executing methods of VR morphs that are called every frame once they throw an error. After the user changes such a faulty method, it may be executed again, potentially being removed from execution again right away, if the error persists. In rare cases, this can lead to unexpected behavior, if other parts
of the system depend on side effects of the faulty method, resulting in an inconsistency due to live programming which users have to solve by restarting the application they are developing.

Coupled with the fact that users can position relevant methods in 3D space directly next to objects of their application, saving on changes allows users to observe the effect of their changes immediately.

4 Implementation
We developed the prototype with Squeak/Smalltalk as a backend for executing user-defined behavior, allowing us to leverage its live-coding features. Additionally, we adapted an existing block-based editor for Squeak/Smalltalk by sending the current layout of the two-dimensional blocks to the VR frontend whenever it changed and derived a 3D layout. Any changes made to the code in VR are synchronized, triggering a corresponding event in the block-based editor in Squeak.

The VR frontend was implemented with the Godot game engine, with most of the frontend behavior and visualization being written in the engine-specific GDScript language. The communication between the Squeak/Smalltalk and Godot components runs over a Godot plugin that communicates with Squeak via its foreign function interface. The application was developed with and tested on the Valve Index VR headset.

5 Evaluating The Interaction Design
To evaluate and evolve our interaction design, we settled on a live code editing scenario that we asked test persons to perform in our VR programming environment. Our goal was to validate whether our current prototype allowed users to complete the given task and to identify shortcoming in intuitiveness or usability of our design. We thus asked participants to think-aloud while using the system. Afterwards, we performed a semi-structured interview with each participant on their experience in general and in particular concerning the four aspects we outlined earlier in subsection 2.2.

Method. We decided to split the experiment into two conditions, despite the small number of participants, to gather as much information as possible for future experiment designs. In the first, participants were given no prior instructions on the editor’s usage such that we could test its intuitiveness. Due to a technical problem, in the first condition, participants were also not able to execute the program. In the second condition, participants were shown a two minute walkthrough demonstrating the main interactions. In both conditions, to ensure participants could still advance, the instructors set themselves a timer whenever the participant seemed to be lost. If one minute elapsed without progress in either condition, the instructors provided hints.

Editing Scenario. The participants were given a simple VR application which simulates a 3D solar system. It consisted of two Smalltalk classes, one modeling a simple planet as a 3D sphere, and one modeling a solar system, most notably taking care of instantiating the planets. The program amounted to 88 lines of code across two classes, and involved APIs from another three classes, including the relatively large interface of Godot’s Vector3 class. We asked participants to perform the first task in the regular Squeak/Smalltalk desktop environment: letting the planets rotate around a common point. Next participants performed a comparable task but while in VR: changing the planet’s velocities depending on the velocity of the right controller. Apart from these specifications, the participants were free to choose the exact behavior they implemented and were even encouraged to modify it until they achieved a satisfying result. Changes to the code persisted between the first and second task. Importantly, participants were not given instructions on how the API worked and thus had to browse code of relevant classes.

Participants. We recruited two participants per condition, all male graduate students. All participants were in similar courses as one of the authors, which may introduce bias. Participants reported between 6 and 13 years of programming experience, with 0 to 5 of that in a professional capacity. Experience with the used API from Godot varied from no experience to intermediate, while experience with the host language Squeak/Smalltalk was reported by all participants. All participants had tried VR before but only in the context of games. All participants but one only tried VR a couple of times. The remaining participant owns and semi-regularly uses a VR headset. Only one participant had done development for VR applications before. One participant had insufficient knowledge of 3D transformations to solve the first task, such that the instructor had to provide guidance on API use during the task.

Random assignment resulted in the participants in the first condition having approximately equal experience. In the second condition, one participant was more highly experienced in comparison, and the other less experienced.

Intuitiveness. In the condition where no instructions were provided, participants were not able to complete the task in the VR editor. This was further compounded by technical difficulties where some parts of code entry malfunctioned. Feedback from participants was correspondingly negative but both stated that they imagine a more well-developed version of the editor to be beneficial for VR application development.

Feasibility. In the condition with instructions, both participants completed the task in the VR editor. Both felt less productive than when working with the desktop but appreciated the immediate feedback gained for VR application development. In particular, one participant stated that they
believe the VR editor to be useful during certain phases of development where fast feedback is especially helpful.

**Threats to Validity.** Given the early stage of the prototype, some technical issues occurred during all runs, where all but one were recoverable, but may still have influenced the participants’ impression independent of the proposed interaction design. Further, the scope of the tasks was deliberately chosen as very small, to allow participants to get used to both the API and the novel development environment. As such, it is not clear yet how well our insights would apply in larger scenarios and a setting where participants had more time to get used to the interactions.

A study informed by our described preliminary evaluation should significantly increase the number of participants. Further, the selection of participants should ensure that the domain is sufficiently well known to not be a factor that influences the completion of the tasks. Next to qualitative insights similar to the ones we report here, tracking metrics such as task completion times and ratings of the users on aspect of usability would be valuable to remove possible bias through interpretation in the report of qualitative insights. Finally, the short time frame participants worked with the system may have negatively impacted their impression, as many of the interactions in our prototype have to be performed repeatedly and may thus feel less cumbersome once participants developed a muscle memory.

6 Discussion

Here, we briefly discuss the proposed interaction design based on the insights gained from the user study described in section 5.

6.1 Displaying and Editing the Syntax Tree

The block-based display was unfamiliar to the participants, which they cited as a reason for their difficulties. Participants also found that the readability of the code suffered, mainly due to the bright yellow visualization of possible cursor locations between blocks, which significantly increased the visual noise. Participants reported that they often knew exactly what they wanted to do, but had trouble physically performing the necessary actions.

All of the participants had difficulties positioning the text cursor, especially at the ends of text strings. Accurately placing a cursor required very precise motion due to the small size of the letters; even tiny motions and jitters of the users hand, compounded by the length of the wand, could shift the position. Possible solutions include increasing the size of the text and adding a second way to modify the cursor position after initial placement, similar to arrow keys on a keyboard.

In the same vein, aiming at individual blocks with the tip of the wand proved troublesome. This may be solved by increasing the thickness of the blocks past the current value of 3mm. However, one participant found the removal and insertion interactions very natural when they did work, although they did not feel the need to use them to complete the given task.

The participants generally made use of the suggestion menu. One participant did not notice that suggestions were provided and even expressed confusion over the purpose of the suggestion menu; whenever suggestions would be given, the menu would be outside of the participant’s field of view or covered by blocks. This highlights the need for a mechanism that notifies the user of interesting events that occur out-of-sight.

6.2 Textual Input

We alternated between the virtual keyboard and our “airwrite” system, as described in subsection 3.2. For both, participants were successfully using them but mentioned, in particular for the virtual keyboard, that they miss the efficiency gained from typing with ten fingers.

For airwrite, a large poster placed in the environment depicted the mapping between gestures and their corresponding letters. Even though the participants initially needed time to learn this mapping at least in part, they found it intuitive and clear to use. Notably, the number of failed input attempts appeared to drastically decrease with time, even in the small time span of our experiment. Similarly, a study on people using the Graffiti system, which our airwrite is based on, demonstrated that expert users tended to be faster with the stroke letters than touch typing [6].

For writing new code, where large amounts of text need to be entered, some participants would have preferred an input method that supports the speeds they are used to—either touch typing or speech-to-text.

6.3 Code Browsing

Finding code through the browsing interface worked well; all participants felt that their familiarity with Squeak’s system browser helped. Apart from general usability improvements such as highlighting the correct category, the participants most often desired search functionality. One participant in particular missed the more advanced browsing tools that Squeak/Smalltalk provides, such as displaying implementers and senders of methods.

Multiple participants noted the fact the browser only allowed them to view instance methods of classes, but not class methods or class definitions. Upon inquiry, the instructors provided information on inheritance relationships in the API that helped users advance in the code browsing task. A future version of the programming environment needs to support such features.

One participant began arranging multiple methods in 3D space and mentioned that they believed to profit from the additional available space.
6.4 Execution
Live execution was received well and was described as intuitive and easy to use. Participants enjoyed seeing the effect of their changes immediately, which enabled them to quickly judge whether they were on the right track. One participant saw particular promise for applications that involve VR-specific interactions or generally utilize 3D space more fully.

6.5 General Observations
Due to the prototypical nature of the application, there are many areas in which usability can and needs to be improved. Amongst other things, participants commented on annoyances like methods appearing in the same place upon opening and overlapping each other, and a lack of highlights to indicate the currently selected category and class in the code browser. One participant found that their workflow was not fundamentally different than the one in a traditional desktop development environment—the main difference was just that most actions felt more awkward.

Even though all participants found that a desktop development environment was more mature and suited to their work, the VR environment was not without merits. All participants but one mentioned the large amount of space and additional dimension for arranging their workspace, with one stating that they felt that the available space encouraged them to be more explorative. Live feedback was also repeatedly mentioned as a significant advantage. The integrated nature of the development environment and developed program was also well received, reducing and even eliminating the need to switch between multiple programs.

All participants could imagine using a more mature VR-native live programming environment to develop VR applications in order to boost productivity. For general software development, their stance was generally more reserved, but not adverse.

7 Future Work and Conclusion
As described in section 6, our study participants identified a number of areas that need improvement. Notably, we considered as most essential in a future iteration to investigate

- fully featured code browsing,
- higher tolerance for error when selecting blocks and positioning the cursor, and
- a more easily readable representation of code.

In addition, experimenting with different means to provide textual input, such as speech-to-text or one-handed, portable keyboards (“keyers”), or alternatively reducing the need for typing by locating existing identifiers more easily, could be investigated. Alternatively, different means to express behavior than through Smalltalk code, could be investigated, with the hopes of finding a notation that by its design requires less textual input.

In a future user study, we want to both verify that the proposed interactions are feasible for longer sessions and more complex tasks. To evaluate whether the idea of employing direct manipulation of program elements yields a more natural editing experience in VR, a future user study may want to compare our approach to the more common method of projecting a 2D text buffer into the 3D world.

Conclusion. In this paper, we presented a prototypical live programming environment for VR applications that leverages VR-native interactions through direct manipulation in a structured editor. In a user study with four participants, we found that participants were able to complete programming tasks in our editor if given prior instructions on the editor’s use. Participants stated that they missed the productivity from the desktop setup they are used to, but liked the additional space gained from working in the virtual 3D world and the immediate feedback, as programming environment and application were both running in VR. As such, we hope to provide guidance for future designs, based on aspects that our test users found lacking and others that they validated as feasible for creating a programming environment in VR.
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